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The Marvel World of Reading line of early readers is designed to offer
reluctant readers books that they will want to read by featuring
characters they love. The series is broken into three levels that
invoke the rigorous training courses their favorite Marvel heroes must
engage in to perfect their super powers. Discover how Miles Morales, a
regular kid from Brooklyn, becomes the new Spider-Man!
A collection of five Little Golden Books starring Olaf, Anna, Elsa,
Kristoff, and all the beloved characters from Disney's Frozen! Girls
and boys ages 2 to 5 will love this boxed set of five Little Golden
Books featuring Olaf, Anna, Elsa, Kristoff, and all the beloved
characters from Disney's Frozen! This slipcase library includes the
official Little Golden Book retelling of the movie Frozen, plus A New
Reindeer Friend, Olaf's Perfect Day, The Best Birthday Ever, and Olaf
Waits for Spring. Makes a terrific gift for any Frozen fan and adds to
the excitement leading up to the theatrical release of Frozen 2 in
November 2019! Disney Frozen is the #1 animated film of all time,
featuring a powerful story, a strong ensemble cast, a pair of
relatable sisters, magical environments, and unforgettable music.
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This Step into Reading boxed set includes 12 full-color phonics
readers featuring Raphael, Donatello, Leonardo, and Michaelangelo of
Nickelodeon's Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles. Each book features a
specific phonics concept that will give boys and girls ages 3 to 7 the
tools they need to begin reading on their own.
When a childhood illness leaves her blind and deaf, Helen Keller's
life seems hopeless indeed. But her indomitable will and the help of a
devoted teacher empower Helen to triumph over incredible adversity.
This amazing true story is finally brought to the beginner reader
level.
Batman/Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Adventures
Old Friends, New Friends (Disney/Pixar Toy Story 4)
A Fashion Fairytale
Pizza Patrol!
The Mutant Files (Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles)

Join the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles on a high-octane tour through the New
York City! Along with Master Splinter, April O’Neil, and Casey Jones these
superdudes are on a mission to save the world. Based on Nickelodeon’s top
rated animated series, this deluxe hardcover contains five spreads, each
featuring ingeniously crafted pop-ups, fold-out booklets, maps, and more!
Highlighting iconic locations such as the Turtle’s lair and Shredder’s hideout,
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the book will also feature high-flying mini-pops and extras including a pizza box,
a pull-out poster, mask and more. It’s non-stop ninja action!
A full-color activity book featuring the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles! New York
City. An old menace returns. New mutations arise. The ultimate showdown
approaches. Our heroes must rise up again to save the city they love, even if it
means exposing themselves for who they truly are . . . Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles! Children ages 3-7 will love this full-color fan book--featuring posters,
stickers, and more.
When the turtles discover that Shredder has been stealing cars around the city,
they chase him to a location only to find that it is an ambush and require the help
of Michelangelo's nacho cheese cannon to foil the evildoer's plot.
"Draw the Turtles and their awesome world! Be inspired by super-mutant action,
use your imagination, and let your creative side roam free!"--Page 4 of cover.
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Out of the Shadows Fan Book (Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles: Out of the Shadows)
Green Team!
Phonics Power! (Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles)
World of Reading: This is Miles Morales
Rise of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Sound Off!

Read along and project one of 32 cool action-packed scenes onto your wall with a projector
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that doubles as a flashlight! Leonardo, Donatello, Michelangelo and Raphael are back to save
the day in this book with three episode-based stories. In "The Gauntlet" April receives a
distressing phone call from her father. Now it's up to the team to stop the Kraang from
detonating a bomb in the city. In "Panic in the Sewers" the Turtles home is attacked by
Bradford, and our heroes must defend the only home they've ever known. And in "Alien
Agenda", April's science project attracts the Kraang's attention, the Turtles must step in to
save the day. This action-packed adventure comes with a flashlight projector and 4 disks with
32 images, sure to thrill the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle fan!
When Earth is threatened by insect aliens from space, ancient protector Hosei awakens and
summons five teenagers to become the new Power Rangers Megaforce and save the world.
Illus. in full color. A fascinating introduction to the world of wolves, one of nature's most
enduring and misunderstood creatures. Wolf-pack behavior, body language, and the
meaning of howls are all demystified in this natural history.
Elsa and Kristoff's efforts to organize a birthday party for Anna are complicated by an
unexpected chill that falls over the festivities.
Power Rangers Megaforce: Mega Mission!
Flying High
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Coloring Book: For Fans, Fun, Easy, With Easy and Relaxing
Coloring Pages In High-Quality
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Clifford’s Bedtime Story
Helen Keller
When the turtles discover a strange creature living in the
sewers, they try to determine whether it is friend or foe.
Celebrate a winter miracle with the true, inspirational story of
Balto in this Step 3 Step Into Reading Early Reader. It is one
of the worst storms ever - the snow has not stopped for days and
it is 30 degrees below zero. But somehow Balto must get through.
He is the lead dog of his sled team. And he is carrying medicine
to sick children miles away in Nome, Alaska. He is their only
hope. Can Balto find his way through the terrible storm? Find
out in this exciting true story! Step 3 Readers feature engaging
narratives about popular topics. For children who are ready to
read on their own.
The Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles step onto the mean streets of
New York, ready to battle robots and eat lots of pizza
Pete the Cat helps kids learn to read with phonics! Who knew
reading could be so groovy? This set of 12 simple and fun Pete
the Cat storybooks is an excellent choice to share with your
beginning reader. It’s a fun way to learn to read and as a
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supplement for activity books for children ages 3 to 6. Enter
into the world of reading with My First I Can Read! Reviewed by
a phonics expert, these 12 short full-color books feature
repeated examples of short and long vowel sounds and common
sight words. Each of the simple stories in this box set is
designed to teach kids how to master reading while rocking out
with Pete the Cat. Phonics teaches children the relationship
between letters and the sounds they make. A child who has
mastered these relationships has an excellent foundation for
learning to read and spell. According to the National Institute
of Child Health & Human Development, a child who has learned
phonics has a method to recognize familiar words and “decode”
unfamiliar ones.
12 Step Into Reading Books
Phonics Power!
Draw, Inspire, Create
Gift Time! (DreamWorks TrollsTopia)
Phonics Power!
This Step into Reading bound set of 12 phonics readers features Raphael, Donatello,
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Leonardo, and Michaelangelo of Nickelodeon's Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles. Each
book features a specific phonics concept that will give boys and girls ages 3 to 7 the
tools they need to begin reading on their own.
New characters, new attitude, and a new age of mutant madness continues in this
graphic novel based on the Nickelodeon animated series. Join Raph, Leo, Donnie,
Mikey, and April O'Neill in this exciting and hilarious adventure with an important
message about learning to be comfortable speaking up. A new batch of mutant villains
are in town and they've mastered the art of noiseless theft! The TMNT are powerless to
stop them until they realize someone close to them shares a history with the bad guys:
April O'Neill! Will she be able to overcome a case of stage fright and save the day?
"Join Blaze and the monster machines for Monster phonics! Blaze, AJ, Gabby, and their
friends roar into reading in this fun and educational phonics book set."--Container.
Ninja Power (Rise of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles #1)
The Bravest Dog Ever
Frozen Fever: Anna's Birthday Surprise (Disney Frozen)
Epic Turtle Tales (Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles)
Ninja Challenges! (Rise of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles)

Fans old and new will love this retro Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles coloring book! It features amazingly detailed
images based on the classic 1980's TV Show and original
comic book series as well as the current Nickelodeon show!
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Featuring a foiled cover, it's perfect for boys, girls, and
adults of all ages!
This sweet padded board book with foil on the cover will be
a must have for bedtime! Getting Clifford the Big Red Dog
ready for bed is one BIG job. First Emily Elizabeth gives
Clifford a bath in the pool, then she combs his hair with a
rake, and cleans his teeth with a big brush. Once the stars
are shinning in the sky, Emily Elizabeth reads Clifford a
betime story. Before they know it, the best friends are
fast asleep.
An exciting book of activities with stickers based on the
all-new Nickelodeon series Rise of the Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles! Match wits with Leonardo, Raphael, Donatello, and
Michelangelo from Nickelodeon's all-new series Rise of the
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles. This full-color activity book
is filled with puzzles and includes over 50 tattoos. It's
perfect for boys and girls ages 7 to 10.
Nickelodeon's Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles is populated by
a multitude of mysterious mutants. Kids will love this fullPage 8/13
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color guide, which reveals the secrets and origins of
Fishface, Snakeweed, Spider-Bytez, and many, many more.This
Nickelodeon Read-Along contains audio narration.
Super Soap
Ninja Dad! (Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles)
Double-team!
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
Courage in the Dark
This all-new storybook is based on the brand-new DreamWorks Trolls TV
series TrollsTopia--premiering soon! Includes colorful pull-out card
stock characters and scenes! Trolls fans 3 to 7 will love this fullcolor storybook that picks up the adventures of Poppy and Branch where
the DreamWorks Trolls World Tour movie leaves off. Children will meet
the friendliest Country Western Troll Holly Darlin', and learn about
friendship and appreciating differences, and how differences and
diversity bring everyone together. Featuring full-color pull-out card
stock characters and scenes.
This Step into Reading boxed set includes 12 full-color phonics
readers featuring Raphael, Donatello, Leonardo, and Michaelangelo of
Nickelodeon s Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles. Each book features a
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specific phonics concept that will give boys and girls ages 3 to 7 the
tools they need to begin reading on their own.
Forced to split up when an increasing number of villains wreak havoc
throughout the city, the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles find their
individual skills pushed to the limit. Simultaneous. TV tie-in.
"This all-new Rise of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles chapter book
follows Leonardo, Raphael, Donatello, and Michelangelo on four
hilarious adventures as they battle otherworldly forces in New York
City and save the day in time for pizza!"-Kickin' It Old School Coloring Book (Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles)
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Coloring Book
Night of the T-machines
Monster Phonics
Wild, Wild Wolves
Raphael, Leonardo, Donatello, and Michelangelo love battling bad guys...until an
unstoppable force emerges from deep beneath New York City. Have the Turtles finally met
their match?
Welcome to Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Coloring Book for Kids: *Coloring All Your
Favorite Characters You can use any coloring tool (pencils, pens, markers, crayons)you like
to have your own drawing style.*Every coloring page is designed to help relax and inspire,
and also help calm kids down and make them be patient and peaceful! and they will have
the joy of coloring and reduce stress!.
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"Based on the teleplay "Super soap" by Clark Stubbs."
Barbie visits her Aunt Millicent in Paris, where she and her aunt's assistant, Alice, try to
keep Millicent's fashion house from closing, with the aid of the magical Flairies.
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Green Means GO!
Mikey's Monster
Barbie
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: The Pop-Up Book
The True Story of Balto
When the birds of Gotham City create havoc across town, it appears to be the work of the Penguin, who has
his feathered friends keep the DC Super Friends busy while he plucks Gotham's biggest bank clean.
Simultaneous.
This Toy Story 4 deluxe Step into Reading leveled reader is based on the exciting new Disney/Pixar movie
hitting theaters June 21, 2019! Disney/Pixar's Toy Story 4 opens a new chapter in the lives of Woody, Buzz
Lightyear, and the rest of the Toy Story gang. Directed by Josh Cooley (Riley's First Date?) and produced by
Jonas Rivera (Inside Out and Up) and Mark Nielsen (associate producer for Inside Out), Toy Story 4 opens
in theaters on June 21, 2019. Step 1 readers feature big type and easy words. Rhymes and rhythmic text
paired with picture clues help children decode the story. For children who know the alphabet and are eager
to begin reading on their own.
Provides an introduction to reading through twelve simple stories featuring the Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles that highlight the sounds of the English language and how they are written.
From the bestselling author of Dragons Love Tacos comes a whimsical re-telling of the chupacabra folktale,
written in a blend of English and Spanish A long time ago, a girl named Carla lived on a goat farm with her
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father, Hector. One night, a goat disappeared from the farm and turned up flat as a pancake. Only one
creature could do that--El Chupacabras, the goatsucker! Legend has it that El Chupacabras is a fearsome
beast, but you can't believe everything you hear...and sometimes the truth is even more interesting. Told in
equal parts English and Spanish by bestselling author Adam Rubin, and cinematically illustrated by
acclaimed Hollywood creature creator Crash McCreery, this lighthearted take on a modern legend is not told
in the traditional bilingual style. Each sentence is half-Spanish/half-English followed by a repetition of the
same line translated the other way around. This mirroring technique allows the languages to intermingle
equally. A fun and unique way to introduce either Spanish or English to new readers. A note from author
Adam Rubin: "I decided to tell this story in an unusual way to explore the beauty of harmony. It's easy to
dismiss the unfamiliar, but compassion takes a little more effort. With so many people trumpeting
divisiveness right now, it's more important than ever to teach kids that there is more than one way to
understand the world."
El Chupacabras
Frozen Little Golden Book Library (Disney Frozen)
Pete the Cat 12-Book Phonics Fun!
Pizza Party!

Five exciting Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles stories are collected in one hardcover storybook!
When the mutant turtle brothers leave their lair in the sewers for the first time, they witness a
kidnapping and vow to help, only to discover the culprits are a legion of disembodied brains
bent on world domination.
The animated worlds of the current Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Nickelodeon cartoon and
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Batman: The Animated Series collide in this outstanding mini-series featuring fan-favorite
characters from both universes! Villains start to mysteriously escape Arkham and Batman
seeks to track them down, but he discovers that they have left Gotham completely... and gone
to the New York City of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles! Collects issues #1-6!
At head of title: Nickelodeon Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles.
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